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This industry brief is part of a series prepared for Australian book authors and other members of the 
Australian book industry to highlight key findings of the 2022 National Survey of Australian Book 
Authors conducted by Jan Zwar, Paul Crosby and David Throsby.   

Thank you to all the authors who gave generously of their time and expertise by participating. The 
complete series of industry briefs about this survey is:  

1. Key Findings  
2. Demographics 
3. Authors’ Income  
4. Impact of COVID-19  
5. Authors’ Allocation of Time  
6. Authors and Publishers 
7. Rights Sales, Translations and Piracy  
8. Promotion    

For further information, please contact the authors: 
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A RANGE OF WAYS IN WHICH AUSTRALIAN AUTHORS ENGAGE WITH 
INTERNATIONAL READERSHIPS 

This brief focuses on some international dimensions of the work and careers of Australian authors: 
whether authors have sold rights to their work overseas, whether their work has been translated, and 
whether and how work has been pirated. 

Australian books circulate internationally in many other ways in addition to those outlined in this brief. 
For example, in addition to rights sales, Australian authors also sell current and/or backlisted titles 
from digital platforms and their own websites to reach large numbers of overseas readers.1 In addition 
to commercial transactions, Australian books and authors circulate through cultural channels which 
are not captured in this brief, and which are a significant dimension of the international reach of 
Australian books. Therefore, the findings in this brief should be considered in a much broader context 
which extends beyond the scope of this project. 

RIGHTS SALES 

Table 1 shows that nearly one quarter of authors have licensed rights for their work to overseas agents 
and publishers beyond the Australian and New Zealand territory. Children’s authors are prominent 
(41.9%) followed by genre fiction (27.6%) and scholarly book authors (25%). 

The extent of overseas rights sales for children’s books can be linked to other findings: children’s 
authors are the largest genre group to describe themselves as at an established stage in their career 
(51%, see Industry Brief No.2: Demographics, Table 2) and the highest proportion of a genre group 
that work full-time as a book author (34.2%, Industry Brief No.2: Demographics, Table 1). 

Table 1 - In the last year have you ever had an agent or publisher acquire the rights to your work in a country other 
than Australia and New Zealand? (percent of authors within each genre)  

  Literary 
Fiction 

Genre 
Fiction Children's 

Creative 
Non-

Fiction 

Other 
Non-

Fiction 
Poetry 

Sub-
total 

(trade) 
Education Scholarly Total (All 

authors) 

Yes 14.7 27.6 41.9 13.5 17.4 13.4 23.7 15.4 25.0 23.4 
No 82.7 70.4 54.8 83.5 80.7 83.6 73.9 82.1 65.6 74.0 
Unsure 2.6 2.0 3.2 3.0 1.9 3.0 2.4 2.6 9.4 2.6 

Total 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 
n 156 409 155 133 161 67 1081 39 32 1152 

 

Changes since the 2015 survey 

The wording in the above survey question was changed in 2022 from the 2015 survey to recognise the 
significance Australia and New Zealand have as combined sales territories. The 2015 survey asked 
authors about rights sales in countries other than Australia only, so responses to the two surveys 
cannot be directly compared.  

Following the release of findings on the growth of international rights sales of Australian-authored 
books (2021), the researchers were interested to identify the proportion of Australian authors who 
had signed overseas rights deals beyond the ANZ territory. (In 2015 44.5% of authors had had an agent 
or publisher acquire the rights to their work in a country other than Australia, and this response likely 

 
1 Rights to an author’s work are licensed, but short-hand in the industry is to use the term “rights sales” (Crosby 
et al. 2021).  
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includes the frequency of rights sales covering the ANZ territory. ANZ territory rights sales remain the 
most common form of rights sales.) 

TRANSLATION 

We asked authors whether their work has been translated into other languages. Over one-third 
(34.3%) of authors have had their work translated. Children’s authors (57.4%), scholarly authors 
(46.9%), poets (44.8%) and education authors (38.5%) are most likely to have had their work 
translated, followed by literary fiction (34.6%) and genre fiction authors (31.3%). 

Table 2 - Has your work been translated into any other languages? (percent of authors within each genre)   

  

Literary 
Fiction 

Genre 
Fiction Children's 

Creative 
Non-

Fiction 

Other 
Non-

Fiction 
Poetry 

Sub-
total 

(trade) 
Education Scholarly Total (All 

authors) 

Yes 34.6 31.3 57.4 17.3 25.5 44.8 33.8 38.5 46.9 34.3 
No 61.5 64.5 37.4 71.4 64.0 46.3 59.9 51.3 46.9 59.2 
Unsure 3.8 4.2 5.2 11.3 10.6 9.0 6.4 10.3 6.3 6.5 

Total 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 
n 156 409 155 133 161 67 1081 39 32 1152 

 

Changes since the 2015 survey 

The proportion of authors who have had their work translated into another language remains roughly 
constant although it has trended upwards slightly (up from 30.2% in 2015 to 34.3% in 2022). The 
largest increase is among education (up from 20.4% to 38.5%), scholarly (up from 34.7% to 46.9%), 
children’s (up from 50.5% to 57.4%) and genre fiction (up from 25.3% to 31.3%) authors. A smaller 
increase was also identified for other non-fiction authors (up from 21.1% to 25.5%). The proportion of 
literary fiction and creative non-fiction authors who have had their work translated remained roughly 
the same. The proportion of poets whose work has been translated has decreased (from 54.8%) but 
remains high at 44.8%. 

LANGUAGES 

Table 3 presents the languages authors’ work has been translated into, with the option to select more 
than one language.  

Table 3 - Please indicate the languages that your work has been translated into. (If appropriate 
please choose more than one option) 

 % 
German 41.8 
French 40.5 
Chinese (Mandarin and/or Cantonese) 30.6 
Other(s) 30.1 
Italian 26.1 
Spanish 26.1 
Korean 20.8 
Dutch 18.7 
Portuguese 18.0 
Japanese 15.4 
Czech 14.7 
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Polish 13.4 
Russian 13.4 
Danish 10.4 
Greek 8.9 
Norwegian 8.9 
Swedish 8.4 
Finnish 6.3 
Arabic 5.3 
Bahasa Indonesia 5.3 
Estonian 4.8 
Vietnamese 4.6 
Persian 2.8 
An Australian Aboriginal language 2.3 
Hindi 2.0 
Tagalog 1.0 
A Torres Strait Islander language 0.0 
n 395 

 

Changes since the 2015 survey 

German, French and Chinese (Mandarin and/or Cantonese) remain the most frequently nominated 
languages, in that order, with an increase in the proportion of authors whose work has been translated 
into those languages (German: from 35.9% in 2015 to 41.8% in 2022; French from 32.9% in 2015 to 
40.5% in 2022; Chinese: from 26.6% in 2015 to 30.6% in 2022). 

Authors may be having their work translated into more languages than previously. This points to the 
development of a sophisticated network of rights sales activity in the Australian book industry. Further 
information about the growth of Australia’s rights sales from 2008-2018 is available in Crosby et al. 
(2021).2  

We analysed the responses further by examining the top languages in each genre, with the results in 
Table 4. Note that the percentages below apply to the proportion of authors within each category 
whose work has been translated, that is, the table demonstrates the popularity of languages within 
genre groups. 

While German is the most popular language for genre fiction, literary fiction and other non-fiction 
translations, followed by French, Chinese (Mandarin and/or Cantonese) is the most popular language 
for poetry, children’s, education and scholarly books. French is the most popular language for creative 
non-fiction books. 

 

 

 

 
2 In a comprehensive analysis of international rights sales of Australian-authored books between 2008–2018, 
Crosby et al. (2021) found German, French and Chinese (Mandarin and/or Cantonese) to be among the top-five 
non-English language deals. However, differences in survey methodology prevent a direct comparison of the 
results between the two projects.    
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Table 4 - Top languages that work has been translated into – percent of those translated 

  

Literary 
Fiction 

Genre 
Fiction Children's 

Creative 
Non-

Fiction 

Other 
Non-

Fiction 
Poetry Sub-total 

(trade) Education Scholarly Total (All 
authors) 

1 
German German Chinese French German Chinese German Chinese Chinese German 

42.6 56.3 47.2 34.8 41.5 50.0 43.0 40.0 33.3 41.8 

2 
French French Korean Italian French French French Spanish French French 

33.3 47.7 42.7 26.1 41.5 40.0 41.4 33.3 33.3 40.5 

3 
Other Italian French Other Chinese Other Other German Korean Chinese 
33.3 32.8 39.3 26.1 31.7 36.7 31.0 26.7 33.3 30.6 

4 
Italian Spanish Other German Spanish Spanish Chinese French Japanese Other 
24.1 28.1 38.2 21.7 31.7 30.0 30.1 26.7 26.7 30.1 

5 
Dutch Dutch German Dutch Italian Italian Italian Japanese Italian Italian 
22.2 27.3 37.1 17.4 24.4 23.3 26.8 20.0 26.7 26.1 

6 
Spanish Other Spanish Korean Other German Spanish Korean German Spanish 

20.4 26.6 27.0 17.4 24.4 23.3 26.0 13.3 26.7 26.1 
 

Changes since the 2015 survey 

The most frequent languages are mostly consistent with the 2015 survey. However, Chinese 
(Mandarin and/or Cantonese) has overtaken Korean as the most popular language for children’s 
books, and there has been some change in top languages for other non-fiction (the 2015 survey found 
that French, Italian and German were the most popular languages, in that order). 

PIRACY & COPYRIGHT INFRINGEMENT 

Next, we consider a less desirable aspect of internationalisation, the ease of piracy and copyright 
infringement. Over one quarter of authors have had their work pirated in Australia or overseas and 
nearly one quarter are unsure.  

Over one third of genre fiction and education authors are affected by piracy, closely followed by 
scholarly authors. Over one fifth of children’s, other non-fiction, literary fiction and creative non-
fiction authors are also affected by piracy. 

Table 5 - As far as you are aware, has the copyright of your creative work ever been infringed (percent of authors 
within each genre)  

  

Literary 
Fiction 

Genre 
Fiction Children's 

Creative 
Non-

Fiction 

Other 
Non-

Fiction 
Poetry 

Sub-
total 

(trade) 
Education Scholarly Total (All 

authors) 

Yes 23.1 39.1 27.1 21.8 25.5 13.4 29.3 35.9 31.3 29.6 
No 51.3 40.3 44.5 53.4 47.2 52.2 45.9 41.0 46.9 45.7 
Unsure 25.6 20.5 28.4 24.8 27.3 34.3 24.8 23.1 21.9 24.7 

Total 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 
n 156 409 155 133 161 67 1081 39 32 1152 
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Changes since the 2015 survey 

The proportion of authors whose work has been pirated remains constant (28.8% of trade authors in 
2015 and 29.3% in 2022, and 28.7% of all authors in 2015 – which is close to 29.6% in 2022). 

There has been an increase in the proportion of scholarly and creative non-fiction authors who have 
had their work pirated (from 19.2% of scholarly authors in 2015 to 31.3% in 2022, and from 13.3% of 
creative non-fiction authors in 2015 to 21.8% in 2022). 

METHODS OF PIRACY 

We asked authors how their work was pirated. Table 6 shows that over half of authors (54.5%) specify 
file-sharing sites, and then social media (13.8%).  

Nearly one third of authors specify other methods. 

Table 6 - Was a file-sharing website or social media used as part of the copyright 
infringement? (If appropriate please choose more than one option)  
  % 

Yes, my work has been pirated through file-sharing sites such as BitTorrent, IRC or PDFDrive 54.5 
Yes, my work has been pirated through social media 13.8 
Other 32.0 
No 3.8 
Unsure 11.7 

n 341 
 

Of the authors whose work has been pirated, nearly two hundred authors provided comments, and 
while these are not statistically representative, they indicate the diverse ways in which piracy and 
copyright infringement is occurring.  

The responses include: file-sharing sites for ebooks and PDFs, reading books on YouTube, recording 
audiobooks without permission, printing and photocopying works without permission, translating 
books without permission and sharing links on social media to illegal file-sharing sites. Other examples 
include ebooks being sold on well-known digital platforms without permission. Authors also reported 
infringement of moral rights, including the use of photographs without permission, plagiarism, 
republishing without permission or attribution and fan fiction. This brief overview is not exhaustive of 
the examples provided by authors. 

The comments below are a selection. 

Eighty-five respondents provided a comment about piracy of their work through file-sharing sites, with 
many authors noting that there were too many sites to name. 

It was available on more than a dozen sites [children’s author] 

Free ebook/PDF websites [children’s author – this was also noted by authors in every genre 
group] 

Pirated ebooks [literary author – also noted by genre fiction and scholarly authors] 

PirateBay, and audiobook pirate websites [creative non-fiction author] 
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Most of my novels have been shared for free as pdfs. My publisher regularly sends 'take-down' 
letters. [other non-fiction author] 

I get Google alerts for pirate copies all the time [education author] 

Of the authors whose work has been pirated through social media, 31 provided comments (note that 
there is overlap in the comments by authors, because many authors experience copyright 
infringement in multiple ways). These include: 

My book has been read aloud on YouTube without permission [children’s author] 

A blogger scanned and uploaded my comic book [genre fiction author] 

Links to pirated copies of my work have been shared on twitter [literary fiction and genre 
fiction authors] 

YouTube pirates post my audiobooks [genre fiction author] 

Sometimes one of the stories from my books has been found in another language on social 
media [genre fiction author] 

Just small elements shared on Facebook without proper attribution [literary fiction author] 

Facebook, Instagram [other non-fiction author] 

I've seen my work plagarised on wattpad [other non-fiction author] 

In addition, 109 authors provided comments about other forms of piracy and copyright infringement. 
Examples include: 

Pirate copies being sold by fake publishers on retailers such as Amazon & Apple [children’s 
author] 

Hard copies reproduced pirated in Asia [children’s author] 

Readings of my picture books on monetised YouTube channels [children’s author] 

Photocopying in schools [children’s author] 

Unauthorised digital copying of an in-print, copyrighted book by Google Books. The book was 
presented as evidence in litigation against Google Books - as part of the 'Google Books case' 
in the US some years ago. [children’s author] 

Without contacting me, some kid pinched an entire article I had published (& was a good 
copyright earner) and then posted it on their webpage.  I was unable to track the person down. 
[creative non-fiction author] 

Illegal translations of academic books into another language, in contexts where legal 
translation was not financially viable  [creative non-fiction author] 

Published by companies overseas without any recompense or permission [creative non-fiction 
author] 

My work has been taught in Creative Writing classes at a tertiary level without my being 
financially reimbursed [genre fiction author] 
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Some Asian countries have photocopied my books and distributed them for free to teachers 
[genre fiction author] 

Unauthorised photocopying and failure to attribute [genre fiction author] 

I once found the introduction to a book I wrote as an article in a magazine - word for word! 
[genre fiction author] 

Article I wrote appeared on a website under someone else’s name [literary fiction author] 

My third published novel was published in full on Google Books for a period of time. It was 
eventually removed from their website. It felt like a gross violation. It felt like a theft had taken 
place. [literary fiction author] 

Someone took credit for my work in a new edition of a print work [literary fiction author] 

I think it was pirated by a 'fake reviewer' who received an early copy [other non-fiction] 

Changes since the 2015 survey 

These findings are consistent with the 2015 survey although there is an upwards trend in the number 
of authors affected by piracy through social media (up from 9.2% in 2015 to 13.8%) and authors who 
specify other means (up from 22.3% in 2015 to 32%).  

CONCLUDING COMMENTS 

Australia has continued to maintain a strong performance in international rights sales and translations, 
perhaps somewhat remarkably given the pandemic. Many major international book fairs, which are a 
key conduit for rights sales negotiations, were held online during the pandemic and to some extent 
Australian rights sellers were drawing on existing professional associations without the opportunities 
to create new international networks of the scale and depth that in-person events offer. In-person 
international book fairs have since resumed, although with more user-friendly online elements.  

The level of copyright infringement and piracy also remains constant but there is greater diversity in 
the ways in which this is occurring. 
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